
The SEBO Felix is designed to be floor friendly and easy to use. 
It smoothly steers around furniture and can reach under it too. 
Variable suction, brush on/off control and manual height adjustment 
means you can choose the optimum combination for any floor. 
 
With its twin-motor design, the powerhead can be removed at the 
push of a button and the suction unit can then be used for car 
cleaning or for the stairs. A range of other cleaning heads can be 
fitted in place of the powerhead, including a polisher, parquet brush, 
or combination nozzle. The Felix with its adjustable handle height 
can be conveniently stored in confined spaces. 
 
S-Class filtration and the Ultra Bag means that once dust has been 
picked up, you never have to see it or breathe it, again.

Twin Motor Design
The Felix range uses a separate 700W suction motor and 175W brush 
motor. This allows the powerhead to have a very low profile for reaching 
under furniture.

Swivel Neck
For congested areas and getting around furniture, the Felix features a 
rotating swivel neck which gives the ultimate manoeuvrability.

Brush on/off
The brush roller on the powerhead can be switched off for delicate 
floors using the foot operated brush on/off button.

3.5L
Ultra Bag
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875W
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The Pink Ribbon Foundation is a grant-making trust with  
a mission to fund projects and provide financial support 

to UK charities which relieve the needs of people who are 
suffering from, have been affected by breast cancer, or who 
work to advance the understanding of breast cancer and its 

early detection and treatment.

Charity Number: 1080839

25% of profits
we make from our pink ribbon range will be 

donated to The Pink Ribbon Foundation

Oriental

ArtWild
RosePeony

Choose your style

The SEBO Felix contemporary collection is available in a 
stunning and stylish range of colours and designs; with 

interchangeable filters whenever you fancy a restyle! 

Quality, performance, and reliability whilst adding a touch 
of style to your cleaning routine.

Contemporary Collection
SEBO Felix 

https://sebo.co.uk/domestic-vacuum-cleaners/uprights/felix/felix-contemporary-range.html


The Felix Pet vacuum cleaner features 
S-Class filtration and activated charcoal 
for odour removal. It includes a Stair and 
Upholstery Turbo brush, which lifts carpet 
pile and gives superior fibre and hair pick up 
compared to a standard upholstery nozzle.

SEBO Felix Pet

The DISCO polisher attachment is the perfect choice 
for maintaining smooth floors. It’s simple to use and 
moves across the floor with ease, giving a beautiful 
gloss finish. 
 
The DISCO fits in place of the normal power head, 
which means that the Felix will vacuum and polish 
at the same time. The powerful suction removes 
fine particles leaving the floor dust-free, whilst the 
highly efficient 2000U/min ultra high-speed floor 
polisher creates a brilliant gloss surface. The result is 
a spotlessly clean floor with a hygienic shine.

SEBO DISCO - Floor Polisher Head

https://sebo.co.uk/sebo-felix-pet-epower.html


On/Off switch with integrated variable power

Easily removable brush rollerRemovable powerhead

Highly manoeuvrable swivel neck

Key Features



The Felix exhaust filter wraps around the 
body of the machine. This gives it a huge 
surface area for efficient filtration and it also 
diffuses the exhaust air, so that it doesn’t 
disturb its environment. The textile outer 
layer lets you customise the appearance of 
the vacuum and also protects the body

Unique Exhaust Filter

A great feature of the Felix, is that you can 
change the handle height. The 3 handle 
height positions available mean that you 
can choose a height that is comfortable for 
using the machine and when it comes to 
putting it away, you can lower the handle to 
its lowest position.

Adjustable Handle Height



Felix Navy Felix Contemporary Felix Rosso Felix Vogue Felix Kudos Felix Pet

SKU Code 90815GB As per selected model 90813GB 90812GB 9849GB 90810GB

Colour White/Navy Blue As per selected model Rhodium Red White/Soft Grey White/Dark Grey Black/Silver

Motor Power 875W 875W 875W 875W 875W 875W

Cleaning Range 11m 11m 11m 11m 11m 11m

Ultra Bag Volume 3.5L 3.5L 3.5L 3.5L 3.5L 3.5L

Ultra Bag Change Indicator P P P P P P

Filtration S-Class Filtration S-Class Filtration S-Class Filtration S-Class Filtration S-Class Filtration S-Class Filtration

Weight without attachments 6.8kg 6.8kg 6.8kg 6.8kg 6.8kg 6.8kg

Crevice and Upholstery Nozzle P P P P P P

Dusting Brush with Clamp

Stair & Upholstery Turbo Brush P 

SEBO Comfort Pro Kombi Head

SEBO Floor Turbo Brush Pro

SEBO Kombi Head P P P P

SEBO Parquet Head

ET1 Powerhead P P P P P P

The Ultra Bag

Made from the same material as medical 
masks, the SEBO Ultra Bag safely retains 
virtually all dust that is picked up. Using 
multiple layers of electrostatic fleece, they 
fill to the top and remain pure white on 
the outside, even if full of fine dust. They 
keep the inside of the vacuum spotlessly 
clean, prolonging the life of the other 
filters and of course, they allow completely 
hygienic disposal of dirt.

S-Class Filtration
SEBO filters give highly effective filtration and excellent airflow, 
by harnessing the power of electrostatic attraction. They let 
the air pass through easily, but literally pull the particles out of 
the airstream and hold onto them with their static charge. We 
regard this as the ultimate filtration technology.

To meet the S-Class standard the filtration system has to 
remove a minimum of 99.97% of particles of 0.3 microns. The 
SEBO S-Class system will remove 100% of particles of 1 micron 
and above.



01494 465533 | www.sebo.co.uk | service@sebo.co.uk

1, The Merlin Centre, Cressex Business Park, High 
Wycombe, HP12 3QL

Follow us on Q E D

Scan the QR code
for more information

HARD FLOOR CARPET FLOOR PET HAIR

SEBO PARQUETSEBO KOMBI STAIR AND UPHOLSTERY 
TURBO BRUSH

Compatible brush heads for
Felix vacuum cleaners

FLAT TO THE FLOOR
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